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The ritual nature of  the power in the traditional society 
was for a great while elusive from the scholarly 
attention. Searching for the «universal meaning» of  

coronations, ambassadors’ receptions, ceremonial entries of  
monarchs into cities, and courtiers’ views encouraged the 
researchers either to apply to some sources external to royal 
rituals (e.g., to the allegorical compositions of  the Renaissance 
authors or the texts of  the Church writers) or to reject the 
meaning of  the rituals themselves. The latter were observed 
solely as acts of  propaganda. 

While the professional scholars ignored the inherent value 
of  the rituals of  power, the slighting attitude to them became 
a commonplace of  the popular culture as well. This approach 
resulted in many stereotyped images of  medieval power 
featuring covert intrigues or brutal violence (as there was no 
public politics in the Middle Ages). Remarkable examples 
thereof  are provided by the on-screen portrayals of  medieval 
rulers, from the «Hollywood’s Golden Age» («El Cid», «The 
War Lord») to the contemporary «Game of  Thrones», «The 
Tudors», «The Borgias».

The shift of  the attitude to the rituals of  power was 
connected with the acceptance of  the ideas of  Ernst Cassirer 
who argued that mythology should be understood on the basis 
of  itself, not any external elements of  culture. Expounding 
this conception famous American anthropologist Clifford 



Geertz wrote: «The easy distinction between the trappings of  
rule and its substance becomes less sharp, even less real; what 
counts is the manner in which, a bit like mass and energy, 
they are transformed into each other». Historians managed to 
rediscover the eligibility and effectiveness of  the ritual aspect 
of  power, its common and particular elements, combinations 
of  individual apprehension and official text. The perception 
of  rituality as the essence of  medieval power is becoming 
more and more frequent in scholarly works. 

Vox medii aevi offers the authors to observe through 
particular examples the common issues of  medieval culture 
such as the ritual exhibition of  power, its mutative forms 
and general meanings, its genesis and evolution, successes 
and failures, and its apprehension by both eye-witnesses 
and our contemporaries. We especially welcome researches 
concerning the problems of  perception of  the medieval 
rituals of  power by modern scholars and wider audience as 
well as the role of  medieval reminiscences in nowadays praxis 
and conception of  power.

The exemplary list of  topics supposed to be highlighted 
in this volume includes:

― Coronation and acclamation as the essence and the 
program of  the kingship;

― Religious and secular elements of  the royal rituals;
― Ritual and text: descriptions and official regulations;
― Justice as a ritual of  power;
― Ritual as viewed by its creator, participant, and observer;
― Emotions in the medieval rituals of  power: the ritual 
manifestations of  anger, grief, humility, and love;
― Rituals and theatre in the Middle Ages.
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